ELEMENT V
_______________________
PROHIBITED & RESTRICTED
PESTICIDES LIST

INTRODUCTION
Pesticides (the general term used to encompass insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, etc.)
are selected and used to control pests and, because they are inherently toxic to
biological systems, can present risks to applicators, other workers and sometimes impact
non-target animals and the environment. When properly applied, the majority of
pesticides present a low risk, although scientific evaluation and understanding of impacts
and risks continues to evolve.
The goal of Napa Green is to be an industry leader, with rigorous and respected
standards that protect the health and wellbeing of the environment, workforce and
community. Napa Green does not intend to require organic certification. Our goal is for
Napa Green Certified growers to be committed to limiting the use of pesticides and
herbicides where there is strong evidence of great or heightened risk to human health
and/or the environment.
Napa Green aims to encourage and assist with implementation of proactive strategies
that reduce the need for pesticides, and prevent emergencies that require a reactionary
response. One practical concern is increasing pest and weed resistance.
More and more we want to turn to nature as an ally, maximizing Integrated Pest
Management (IPM). One of the benefits of carbon farming and regenerative agriculture is
that many of the strategies enhance IPM. Growers should prioritize identification of pests
and establish critical thresholds for abatement, focusing on cultural and biological
solutions first.
In the more detailed spreadsheet that complements the list below the Pesticide Working
Group has provided some suggested alternatives to listed pesticides. If a pesticide is
necessary be sure to use the least toxic effective alternative.
We acknowledge that many “green” management practices can have added upfront
costs such as training, increased labor demands or new equipment. However, in many
cases as these practices are streamlined and become part of business-as-usual they can
cease to be more expensive, or be offset by reduced costs elsewhere. In addition, some
wineries are beginning to pay a premium per ton for certified sustainable grapes, and this
is a growing conversation within the wine industry. Napa Green is committed to be a part
of the movement to mainstream this practice.
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Note on Glyphosate

The most contentious herbicide included on this list is glyphosate (used in Roundup and
glyphosate-based products). We acknowledge that residential and commercial use (and
sometimes misuse or mis-application) of Roundup and other glyphosate-based products
may present a more significant hazard than agricultural use. Additionally, there are of
course other pesticides in use with greater and more clearly established risks to human
health and the environment. Nonetheless, there is no other herbicide with as a great a
volume and extent of use as Roundup. It is the most widely used herbicide in the world.
In the U.S. alone, usage has increased from around 14 million pounds a year in the early
1990s to more than 280 million pounds a year today. There is considerable
bioaccumulation with unknown implications. Roundup has caught the public’s attention
due to concerns about toxicity. One of the main questions and criticisms we get about
the Napa Green standards is allowing the use of Roundup.
Note that the County of Sonoma and several other counties and municipalities have
adopted ordinances banning the use of Roundup on county/city property, and there is a
movement to adopt a similar ordinance in Napa County. France has adopted a partial ban
on the use of glyphosate, now only allowed for use in exceptional circumstances and
vineyards cannot exceed 20% of the maximum annual dosage rate. In 2019, the
Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore D.O.C.G. announced a total ban on the
use of glyphosate.
Addressing the use of Roundup and glyphosate-based products is in keeping with the
goal of Napa Green and its members to be industry leaders. Napa Green has set a best
practice restriction and created an optional Gold Level Herbicide-Free certification, which
will have added PR and marketing benefits. If we narrowly focus on phasing out the use
of Roundup many growers will simply turn to two or three alternative herbicides, which
may present similar or greater risks to human health and/or the environment.

Maximum Residue Limits

The U.S. EPA and comparable organizations in other countries have set Maximum
Residue Limits (MRLs) for acceptable levels of pesticide residues that can be detected for
wine grapes and other agricultural commodities to prevent human health risk. In order to
export wines to other countries detectable residues, which are randomly sampled,
cannot exceed each country’s MRLs. The stringency of these thresholds is one indicator
of the relative risks of each regulated pesticide.
Given both practical market and relative risk considerations, the MRLs for the U.S.,
Canada and the European Union were evaluated and informed this list.

How was this list developed?

For additional information on how this list was developed please refer to the information
at the end of this element.
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List Revision

The Napa Green Pesticide Working Group will continue to meet twice annually to discuss
and consider new best practices, resources and science that will inform any revisions or
additions to this list. We plan to add additional members to the Working Group for
broader insights and input.

Of note, there are three pesticides on the Restricted List (Matrix, Mission and Shark) with
MRLs that essentially prohibit any residue in the U.S. and/or EU. There are particular
concerns about these products related to applicator risk and/or persistence and potential
spread in the environment. The continued use of these products will be closely
scrutinized moving forward.
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THE PROHIBITED & RESTRICTED PESTICIDES LIST
The Prohibited & Restricted Pesticides list is broken into two parts, and is required for all
growers to be Napa Green Vineyard certified. Please see the information below on the
optional Gold Level commitment.
I. PROHIBITED LIST (NO USE) where use must be phased out within one growing
season.
DOWNLOAD PROHIBITED (NO USE) LIST
II. RESTRICTED LIST (SOME USE) where product use is still allowed but grower must
implement specified restrictions within one growing season.
DOWNLOAD RESTRICTED (SOME USE) LIST
Please see the more DETAILED SPREADSHEET for suggested alternatives, risks to
human health and environment, MRLs and more.

Variances

Please note that a variance can be requested for exceptional circumstances. A farm
using any of the Prohibited pesticides or not meeting required Restrictions may be
certified only if written documentation is provided that demonstrates a clear need for use
of the pesticide, that no safer alternatives exist and that the method of application (such
as timing, location and amount used) represents a negligible hazard to human health and
the environment. Submit request for variance and documentation to
anna@napagreen.org.

Note on Prohibited Pesticides

We chose to include all of the prohibited pesticides from other west coast sustainable
winegrowing programs, even if they are not in use in Napa County. The intention is to
forestall any questions about why they were not included.

GOLD LEVEL – OPTIONAL
GOLD Level: Herbicide AND Neoniconitoid* Free
For those members that achieve Gold Level certification an additional
gold sign validating “HERBICIDE FREE | BEE KIND” can be added to
“Napa Green Certified Vineyard” signs, and there will be additional PR
recognition.

*Note that Bee Better Certified prohibits the use of Neoniconitoids
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CASE STUDY: MONARCH TRACTOR
When discussing reduced herbicide use or organic farming, a common argument made is that more
tractor passes are required, which increases emissions and the carbon footprint of vineyard operations.
However, that no longer has to be the case as electric tractors are entering the market that are
competitive with, or even outcompete, conventional tractors. The 100% electric Monarch Tractor has been
developed here in our backyard, and the development team includes Napa Valley Vintner and Monarch
Co-Founder and Chief Farming Officer, Carlo Mondavi.

A Monarch Tractor in operation for 1,000 hours a year will prevent 53 tons of Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions into the atmosphere annually, when compared to a diesel tractor. Monarch also includes a
digital plugin that can share your real-time emissions offsets on your website or in your tasting room.
The Monarch Tractor can be driven by an operator, just like a conventional tractor, or drive itself
autonomously, freeing up workers for other tasks. There are two power options – 2WD and 4WD – with
10+ hours of operational run time. Monarch Tractor is currently conducting pilots in vineyards to determine
how long the tractors can run with different attachments and on varying slopes. Each tractor is
programmed for owner properties and actively “learns” as it operates in the vineyard. For safety when
running autonomously, the tractor senses workers and stops until they are no longer in the path.
The cost of the Monarch Tractor is no
obstacle, either. The Carl Moyer program
provides incentives to trade out conventional
tractors for electric models, and depending on
the type of tractor you are trading out, can
cover anywhere from 50-85% of the cost of a
Monarch Tractor. Better yet, the Monarch
Tractor team has dedicated members to help
do the paperwork for you. With or without
subsidy support you will see annual
operational and emissions savings; you can
find your estimated saving with their online
savings calculator.
The 2WD Monarch Tractor is $50,000 and the 4WD is $60,000. The battery, which can be swapped by
one person in under ten minutes, is charged using standard car charger plugs (J1772). Make your deposit
now as there is already a waiting list until spring/summer 2022.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
These resources and organizations are in addition to the resource links we have
embedded throughout this element.

Organizations/Technology
o HeavyConnect Mobile Technology to Streamline Farm Operations:
https://www.heavyconnect.com/
o Monarch Electric Tractor & Under-the-Vine Weeder:
https://www.monarchtractor.com/
o UC Year-Round Integrated Pest Management Program for Wine Grapes:
http://ipm.ucanr.edu/PMG/C302/m302yi01.html

Birds, Bees and Butterflies
o Aloft Napa Valley (Bird boxes & Bee keeping):
https://www.aloftnapavalley.com/bird-boxes-available
o Bee Better Certified: https://beebettercertified.org/
o Birds in the Vineyard: https://napagrowers.org/birdsinthevineyard
o Farmers for Monarchs: https://farmersformonarchs.org/state-resources/
o Napa Wildlife Rescue – Barn Owl Maintenance Program (BOMP):
http://www.napawildliferescue.org/bomp/
o UC Bee Precaution Pesticide Ratings:
https://www2.ipm.ucanr.edu/beeprecaution/

Funding Opportunities
o California’s Healthy Soils Initiative: https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/healthysoils/
o Carl Moyer Program (Funding available to upgrade agricultural equipment):
https://www.baaqmd.gov/funding-and-incentives/funding-sources/carl-moyerprogram
o Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) Grants:
https://www.sare.org/grants/
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Information, Articles & Studies
o Sheep in the Vineyard: https://naparcd.org/sheep-in-the-vineyard-workshoprecordings/
o The Monarch Challenge: https://www.themonarchchallenge.org/
o Why a Leading Central Coast Vineyard is Transitioning to Organic Production:
https://wineindustryadvisor.com/2021/01/20/leading-central-coast-vineyardtransitioning-organic-production
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PESTICIDE LIST DEVELOPMENT
This list was developed through extensive background research and analysis, as well as
input from a Pesticide Working Group. We compared the pesticide restrictions of the four
other west coast sustainable winegrowing programs (California Certified Sustainable
Winegrowing; Sustainability in Practice (SIP); Lodi Rules; LIVE (in OR and WA)). We
analyzed three years of winegrape Pesticide Use Reports from the Napa County
Agricultural Commissioner’s Office, looking at what pesticides are in use in Napa County,
and to what extent. This research validated what we already know, which is that a limited
number of high-risk pesticides are used by grape growers in Napa County, and many of
these are only applied selectively by a small number of growers.
Having done these analyses, we formed a Pesticide Working Group.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alejandra Alvarez-Gerardo, Viticulturist, Treasury Wine Estates
Benjamin Leachman, Director of Viticulture, Walsh Vineyard Management

Roy Oneto, Viticulturist, formerly with Cakebread Cellars

Lauren Pesch, Partner, Leeds & Pesch Vineyard Consulting
Will Thomas, Director of Winegrowing, Lawrence Wine Estates
Aron Weinkauf, Winemaker & Vineyard Manager, Spottswoode Winery

This group met eight times and achieved consensus on the list, and helped to develop a
list of potential alternatives for growers that need to transition. In addition, this group
assisted in market research on the MRLs for wine grapes.
This list was also shared with several other Napa County growers, agricultural experts
and grower organizations for feedback. We will be adding additional growers to this
Working Group.
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